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Adexon-HFC120E
Technical Information
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omDESCRIPTION
The Adexon-HFC120E Horizontal active
fire curtain offers a fire protection solution
to stopping the spread of fire between
floors. Designed to limit and control the
spread of fire for 120 minutes at over
1000°C. It achieves the rating of 120
minutes integrity (E).

The system is tested and certified to
ISO/DIS 21524-1:2019.

The Horizontal curtain features no visible
supports, allowing for completely
unobstructed atria and stairwells. This
lets light flow and increases ventilation
options in open plan spaces without extra
structural supports.

Operation is via two 24V DC tubular
motors (one motor to open, and one
motor to close), controlled by an
electronic control board and 2 small
motor controller units.

The system comes with uninterrupted
power via two batteries, which will close
the curtain into its fire ready position.

Our standard lead time is 10 - 12 weeks
from approval of drawings.

Optional extras such as Emergency
Release Buttons and Obstruction
Warning are available upon request.

APPLICATIONS

The Adexon-HFC120E is suited to many
different applications; some of the most
common are:

• Stairwells

• Atrium spaces

• Lightwells

ADEXON-HFC120E, OUR HORIZONTAL ACTIVE
FIRE CURTAIN
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Manufactured from 1.2mm thick
galvanised steel, the headbox is designed
to have the smallest form factor possible
to fit discretely into ceilings.

Horizontal fire curtains have a headbox at
both ends of the curtain, with each end
containing a roller assembly.

Headbox sizes change based on the fire
curtain size requirements.

Headboxes are available in all standard
and non-standard PPC colours. For any
technical drawings, please contact
admin@adexon-uk.com.

Manufactured from the same galvanised
steel as the headbox, the side guides are
designed to withstand the pressures
caused by a fire.

The side guides are available in all
standard and non-standard RAL colours.

The bottom bar is only visible when the
fire curtain is being activated, because
the bottom bar is not visible there is only
one shape option available.

The bottom bar is available in all standard
and non-standard RAL colours.

HEAD BOXES SIZE

SIDE GUIDES

BOTTOM BAR

Guide Dims

X Y Z

130mm 70mm 160mm

Headbox dims

X Y

360mm 200mm

Y

X

FABRIC RETENTION

Adexon’s guides have a unique fabric
retention system that differs from all other
UK manufacturers, utilising a full length
retention, compared to poppers/bolts
retention every 500mm like what is
commonly used on the market.

This ensures the curtain will never;

• snag and fail to descend

• be blown out the guides because of
high pressure.

FACE FIXED

Horizontal fire curtains are installed in a
face fixed orientation. This ensures that
you do not loose any of the opening size
because of overhanging components. It
also ensures that you have a more
aesthetically pleasing opening.

When a user looks up at an atrium or

window, their view is not impeded by any
of the fire curtain components.

This also ensures ventilation is not
impeded.

FACE FIXED

ADEXON’S GUIDE STANDARD GUIDE

FULL LENGTH RETENTION

RETENTION AT ONLY
500MM INTERVALS
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The Adexon control panel and motor
controllers can be used to wire multiple
curtains together.

Standard single curtains require 230V AC,
in a 6-amp fused spur. If multiple curtains
are controlled by one control panel, the
power supply required varies.

The curtain is activated via a normally-
closed volt-free signal, which can be
supplied by several source types, for
example, a smoke alarm, fire alarm, BMS.

When the smoke or fire curtain is fully
retracted, our proprietary 24V DC tubular
motor holds the curtain in its fire-ready
position.

The motor unit does not feature a
physical brake to hold the curtain in its
fire-ready position. This ensures that the
curtain will always have gravity fail-safe
descent in situations where power is
removed e.g. wires or control panels are
damaged etc.

Adexon’s motors and control panels
include built-in technology that control
the speed of descent at a rate between
0.03 - 0.3 m/s, on both power and gravity
fail-safe.

SITE WIRING

Under ISO 21524:2019, our Adexon-
FC120E fire curtain obtained a fire rating
of 120 minutes (2 hours) integrity (RE),
when tested to ISO 834-1:1999. Therefore
the Adexon-FC120E is classified as
RE120 in accordance with the
classifications of BS EN 13501-
2:2007+A1:2009.

Our fabric is manufactured from
fibreglass strands woven between
reinforcing stainless steel wires. The
fabric is covered with a flame-retardant
polyurethane compound on both sides.
This provides a high level of fire resistance
tested to above 1000°C and the pressure
and temperature associated with a fire.

Within each headbox there is a roller
assembly housed, one that houses the
polyurethane-coated fibreglass fabric
and the other to draw the curtain to it’s
fire operational position. The fabric is
drawn down the galvanised steel side
guides which include a fabric retention
system to guarantee the fabric is retained

within the guides during operation and
ensure fire protection. Operated by
tubular motors contained within the
second roller assembly that are
connected to the ADEXON control panel
which, in the event of a signal from the
alarm, will activate the curtain.

It is mandatory that Horizontal fire
curtains are fitted with a secondary
uninterrupted power supply. This is
because a fire curtain in the horizontal
orientation does not have a gravity fail-
safe.

As such, a secondary power source is
required to be able to move the curtain
into its fire ready position if the mains
power fails.

HOW IS THE HEADBOX ACCESSED AFTER INSTALLATION

OPERATION

BATTERY BACKUP

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Motor Controller Unit

Motor Controller Unit

24V DC

Control Panel
Fire Alarm

230V ACDedicated Power

Remove Headbox Section.

High level access required.

Curtain fabric must be retracted/open.
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